
Growing up I had everything. Whatever I 
wanted, my parents would give me, regardless of 
the price. However, as the years progressed and 
their company of seventeen years split up, we were 
left struggling. Now with a new company, finan-
cial troubles continue to lurk over the family like 
a haunted ghost from the past. But knowing I’m 
not alone in this helps take the edge off of what 
may be going on. According to a CNN news ar-
ticle from 2016, “unemployment is at the lowest 
it’s been since 2007,” (Luhby). 2016 was the year 
that my parents’ new company was up and com-
ing. While it may have started off with a boom, the 
company has been shrinking in size ever since. To 

add on, “About one-third of Americans also say 
that their income varies month-to-month, mainly 
because they have an irregular work schedule,” 
(Luhby). Currently this is the unfortunate pre-
dicament I myself am in. The board of education 
from numerous districts, are unable to financially 
provide companies, like my mother and father’s, 
the support needed to continue running their 
business. But the question is, why is the board 
of education finding a difficulty to do so? While 
the answer may not be clear, one can infer that it 
is because as the economy continues to struggle 
in America, it is taking down the banks that we 
as hard working Americans, rely on for our cash. 

According to a report from Aite Group, “...80% 
of banks reported that payments were becoming 
less profitable and only 18% of banks were able to 
charge the amount that they wanted for those pay-
ments,” (Jones). Thus meaning, you aren’t getting 
back what you’re putting out.  A change needs to 
happen, so those putting their heart and soul into 
the “hospitality” business and other businesses as 
a whole, are gaining something else back as well - 
support. 

 CNNMoney, Cable News Network, money.cnn.com/2016/06/10/
news/economy/americans-struggling-financially/index.html.

Jones, David. “Banks Struggling to Maintain Profits amid Payments 

Transformation: Study.” 
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The new block scheduling may take some 
getting used to, but offers loads of flexibility 
and opportunity for staff and students alike.

What it’s like to live paycheck 
by Arezzo Ahmadi

    Welcome back to school PHS students! Par-
sippany High School is fortunate enough to start 
block scheduling this year after years of plan-
ning it. Many seem to love the idea, while others 
dislike it. Block scheduling is an academic sched-
uling system in which the students have fewer 
classes per day which helps the students manage 
their time and stress levels. Each class is 56 min-
utes long and everyone gets Unit Lunch for 50 
minutes all dependent on your lab days. Students 
take part in lab for their classes during their Unit 
Lunch, regular science classes being 25 minutes, 
while AP and other science classes are the full 50 
minutes of lunch. 
Mr. Bush believes that block scheduling will help 
since “... give students the opportunity to explore 
more classes, but also giving them a necessary 
brain break ...” Block scheduling has been greatly 
benefiting our school. Dr. Mulroony thinks “the 
schedule rotates so you see different teachers at 
different times of the day...which is nice because 
sometimes mornings are rough or afternoons are 

exhausting and the notion that classes are a little 
longer and classes are drop outs which mirrors or 
hints towards the college life...” 
Even though the days may be long and exhaust-
ing, Unit Lunch is beneficial to the schedule pro-

viding students with a break and time to socialize 
with their friends. The lunch crew are okay with 
block scheduling and believes once they get in a 
routine or pattern it will be easier. 

However the one problem they have been facing 
is that students do not clean up after themselves 
and the crew have been finding food behind the 
bleachers. 
Just a small PSA: Students should be cleaning 

up after their mess. 
Please keep the cafe-
teria, gym and other 
lunch areas clean and 
neat. 
Over time, students 
and staff will get 
used to the change 
and hopefully in the 
next few years this 
process of block 

scheduling will continue to run providing us with 
many more great ideas for our school.

By Ritika Patel

Squaring Off with Block Scheduling 

A Sign of the Times
By Ritika Patel

 
American Sign Language, also known as ASL is a 
type of language that employs signs using hands, 
facial expressions and body language. This lan-
guage is primarily used for people who are deaf 
or have hard-of-hearing. As a school, we were 
planning to have this program as an extracurric-
ular program, which has been approved by the 
school board and school staff. This program has 
caught the eye of many students and many stu-
dents are looking forward to taking this elective 
course. It is said to be a semester course for 

students to enjoy. 
According to Dr. Mulroony, PHS’ principal, 
when asked what the purpose of the program 
is meant to serve and what benefits is it grant 
for the students, he referred to Dr. Sargent, our 
superintendent, “this was one of her ideas, she 
has this superintendent advisory committee that 
meets every month, so she brought the notion 
of a sign language course to that group of kids 
and there was a lot of positive feedback from 
them…”  He believes that, “Kids need to look 

at what they want to do, where they want to be, 
what potential schools require and let that decide 
it… kids should definitely pursue things and try 
new things in a positive way, but not if it is going 
to impact potential college placement”.
 American Sign Language ended up not running 
at school because we did not have a teacher to 
teach the class. Hopefully, in the following years 
we will find a teacher and be able to start the 
class. 
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    There are currently some con-
cerned parents who are doubting 
the necessity of certain novels in 
the Parsipanny-Troy Hills school 
curriculum. One of these novels 
being Mark Twain’s Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn, a story that 
highlights racist issues during the 
pre-Civil war period of the US. 
Novels such as Adventures of 
Huckleberry 
Finn have be-
come a staple 
in the Par-Troy 
Hills curriculum, 
so why have 
people begun to 
doubt there need 
to stay?

    As anyone 
who has read 
this novel may 
know, it does 
not sugarcoat 
any of the dis-
turbing issues 
African Americans faced. There are 
countless references to derogatory 
slurs and perspectives entirely fu-
eled by racism. While it is agreeable 
that these situations are undescrib-
ably saddening, banning a novel 
because of this is not as universal 
of an idea. Exposure to such harsh 
experiences can be a valuable as-
pect to a student’s education. “It 
limits their ability to make up their 
own minds about whether some-
thing is valuable or not valuable. 

It takes away that opportunity to 
discuss what about the book is 
controversial” said Stacy Cozin, 
a library specialist at Parsippany 
High School. 

    Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn has not been the only novel 
to have experienced some con-
cerned commentary. Beloved 
by Toni Morrison and 1984 by 
George Orwell are examples of 
novels that have been banned 

previously. The 
notable thing that 
all of these works 
have in common 
is their incorpora-
tion of historically 
accurate content. 
While this con-
tent is not exactly 
pleasing to hear, 
it is real. “It’s dif-
ficut to say that 
we should insulate 
people from the 
truth, the brutal 
truth. Books like 
Huck Finn have 

to be accompanied by commentary 
and context. We can’t just insulate 
everyone and say this didn’t hap-
pen” said Mrs. Cozin. 

    The decision to go through 
with the banning has not been 
set but the idea is still present. 
The Board of Education will have 
the final say on what they will go 
through with. In the meantime, 
lovers of the classic novel should 
indulge in it for as long as they can. 

By Sabreen N. Dawud

What the Huck?: 
a classic controversy comes to 
Parsippany

As anyone who 
has read this 

novel may know, 
it does not 

sugarcoat any 
of the disturbing 

issues African 

Americans faced. 
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Banned Books 
Through the Years

Thirteen Reasons 
Why by Jay Asher
Reasons: banned, challenged, and restricted 
for addressing teen suicide

George by Alex Gino
Reasons: banned, challenged, and relocated 
because it was believed to encourage chil-
dren to clear browser history and change 
their bodies using hormones, and for 
mentioning “dirty magazines,” describing 
male anatomy, “creating confusion,” and 
including a transgender character

Harry Potter 
(entire series) 
by J.K. Rowling
Reasons: anti-family, occult/Satanism, 
religious viewpoint, violence

The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn by 
Mark Twain
Reason: offensive language

The folowing data comes from The American Library Association. 
The ALA is the oldest and largest library association in the world.

Founded on October 6, 1876 during the Centennial Exposition in 
Philadelphia, the mission of ALA is “to provide leadership for the 
development, promotion and improvement of library and informa-
tion services and the profession of librarianship in order to enhance 
learning and ensure access to information for all.” (ala.org).

Spotlight on: 1984
As of September 30th, 2019, George Orwell’s 1948 classic 1984 is the 
best-selling book on amazon.com. The Drumbeat is asking.....how is this 
possible?

There must be a reason that a book written so long ago is once again cap-
turing the hearts and minds of humanity. Whether it is because the book 
tackles themes of manipulation, repression and war, or because poeple are 
confusing it for non-fiction remains to be seen.  

For those Drumbeat readers that have read the novel...what is your take?

Let us know your thoughts at: TheDrumbeatPHS@gmail.com.
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A letter for those who need to read it,

    In case you didn’t know, this week is suicide prevention week. The week 
is meant to bring awareness to teens and adults alike that suicide is a risk 
we all face in life, whether we are aware of it or not. For me, the subject of 
suicide was very informal. I was not personally affected by suicide, nor did 
I really know of anyone who was personally affected by it. That all changed 
for me last year when I lost my close friend and family memember to suicide. 
I received a frantic call that changed my life forever. My friend had taken his 
own life without leaving much information behind as to why this happened. 
This individual was like any friend anyone could ever have. They were funny, 
fun to be around, fair, and genuine in nature. Their laugh, story-telling abil-
ity, and dependability were characteristics that everyone picked up on and 
admired. The thought that this person would take their life never existed 
because for me, there were no signs.

    I am sharing this with you not to be upsetting or to gain sympathy from 
those in passing. I am sharing this with you to let you know that you are never 
alone, and nothing is hopeless. We as people react to things that present dan-

ger. If a stove top is hot, you know not to touch it. You are looking out for 
your own well being. Mental health should be handled the same. If you are 
hurting inside and can’t seem to fix it, take actions to prevent the hurt. Mental 
health is a REAL THING, and struggling is not showing weakness, but rather 
showing that you too are a normal human, facing life. Life can be hard, but 
there are healthy, positive ways of dealing with struggles that present them-
selves that will not only allow you to feel better, but will result in you being a 
better version of yourself. You are capable of anything, and it is never to late.

    I want to remind any student or faculty member reading this that YOU 
are cared about by your teachers in this community. YOU are not alone, and 
the life you are striving for is within your reach. The only good left to come 
from someone facing a suicidal tragedy is the hopes that your story reaches 
someone who is struggling themselves, and encourages them to use the sev-
eral resources available here at Parsippany High School. 

Sincerely,

Someone who cares about you

September was suicide prevention month, but working on your 
mental health is an everyday issue. 

 

The month of September is Suicide Prevention Month. Sucide 
Prevention Month, also known as National Suicide Prevention 
Awarness Month, is a way to share resources and stories to shine 
a light on the stigmatizing topic. The month is to help reach out 
to people affected by suicide, raise awarness towards it and con-
nect individuals to treatment services. 

There are many ways to help people going through this. As 
students of Parsippany High School, we have many resources 
we can go to to seek help or just to talk. 

“There is a little light at the end 
of the tunnel. They can get out 
of this dark feeling that they are 
having, that feeling of desperation 
that the only way to get better is to 
end their life” ~Ms. Doyle 

    

Ms. Doyle, the student assistant counselor is always willing to 
help out with any situation or problem you are going though. She 
is great to talk to in times of need or just when you feel like let-
ting something out. If things get serious, Mr. Guidice, the school 
psychologist is also available when necessary. 

    
To contact Ms. Doyle, email her at adoyle@pthsd.net 
To contact Mr. Guidice, email him at jguidice@pthsd.net
If in urgent need for help, please contact the National Suicide 

Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-
8255

Suicide is Serious

By Ritika Patel

You Are Not Alone

All sections - Answer 
questions as asked accord-
ing to the ink on the page. 
Be brutally literal.

Reading - Do the ques-
tions that tell you where 
to look first. Save the ones 
that don’t for your second 
pass when you know more 
about the passage.

Writing & Language - 
Make sure you always have 
complete sentences and 
that everything flows nicely.

Math - Write more so 
you’re right more. There’s 
no bonus for not writing 
work; there’s no penalty 
for writing work. All that 
matters is that you have the 
right answers.

Test Prep Corner with Mr. Murphy

Get prepped for your test day with 
these tips!

Can you answer these questions?

Choose the best option: 

The group of students (is / are / was / 
were) going to the concert tomorrow. 

Given the system of equations below, 
what is the value of -3y?

6x+2y=2
3x-4y=26
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Struggle can be defined in a lot of ways. To strug-
gle to strive for something. To struggle to achieve 
a goal of yours. Struggle is a really broad word, 
and when you think about it, the general topic of 
struggle is also a very broad one. Everyone strug-
gles with different things, it could be your grades, 
or your essay due next friday in Mr.Chaudruc’s 
US 2 History class. Your struggle could be a fam-
ily issue, an at home issue, et cetera. The point is 
struggle is subjective from anyone’s point of view, 
so when someone asks for advice on how to deal 
with something, generally there are 3 separate out-
comes if they choose to go with your advice. 

The first is that they are a carbon copy of you 
and your personality and lifestyle and they act on 
your advice and boom, their struggle is now a tri-
umph. The other two outcomes are more com-
mon. Second, they act on your advice and nothing 
happens and their back to square one trying to fix 
their struggle. Third and final outcome is they act 
on your advice and they end up deeper and deeper 
in a struggle trying to fit a square into a circle hole. 

The best advice I’ve ever got is  “The same ad-
vice doesn’t work for everyone” - Daryl Morey. 
Daryl Morey isn’t a philosopher by any means, He 
is the General Manager for the Houston Rockets 
and has seen much success. But Daryl Morey is a 
successful person for a certain reason obviously. 

No one could just walk in to the Rockets front of-
fice and become their general manager. But maybe 
you could do that at the Knicks front office. The 
point is that Daryl Morey followed his own advice, 
and saw what was holding him back, and elimi-
nated it. 

I’m not saying don’t ever listen to anyone’s ad-
vice ever. If you’re struggling with a math problem 
rather than an at home issue, it’s best for you to 
take your teacher’s advice. You and only you know 
exactly what is going on with your struggle, no one 
else. Even if you decide to tell another person in 
depth about your struggle, the only person with 
100% knowledge of your struggle, is you. 

Before you ask for advice for most things, (and 
those things can be distinguished with common 
sense), think about your struggle and analyze the 
root of the issue, and see if you can self-prescribe 
advice to help yourself out of your struggle. How-
ever, certain issues can only be helped with others 
though, and one of those issues is depression, and 
you should always reach out for help with a coun-
selor or call (1-800-273-8255). 

Advice and struggle are subjective, and trying to 
apply someone else’s advice to your life, which is 
probably different is some if not a lot of aspects, 
is like trying to take antibiotics for a cut you have 
on your leg. To start this process, I’d genuinely 
recommend sitting down by yourself, and turn on 
some music you like, nothing too loud, but some-
thing you could hear yourself thinking over, maybe 
even a podcast, and just start analyzing why you’re 

anxious, mad, sad, or feeling a certain way, find 
out why, and think about rational ways you can 
solve it. 

Once you find one, that even may seem a little 
irrational, play it out in your mind and think about 
whether or not you’d feel free of the negative issue 
you’re facing. If you are, then great! Continue to 
think of rational ways to solve it, and go and exe-
cute those plans. If not, then you didn’t find what 
was causing that feeling anyway, and keep thinking 
about why you may feel this way. 

I started to do this, and it’s become like a habit, 
something I look forward too is to just sit and think 
with my own thoughts and analyze everything 
that’s going on with my life. Once this becomes a 
habit, it helps you become a better problem solver, 
and this is a useful skill you can use in life besides 
just with your struggles. I know it may seem ex-
tremely ironic that I’m giving advice on not to take 
advice, but I found that this usually helps people, 
and it is definitely a useful skill for anyone at any 
age, is to just sit and think. 

I wish i could tell you this is an easy process that 
takes 10 minutes, but I often find myself just sit-
ting down for an hour or two while doing an ac-
tivity that requires little to no focus, just thinking, 
and overall analyzing the world around me. If you 
think everything I just said was nonsense, I ask 
you to just try it, in a long car ride, or if you’re just 
bored at home. 

Subjective Struggles
By Peter McMaster

The Drumbeat is currently looking 
for new writers to join our staff. 

If you are interested email Mr. 
Reidinger @ mreidinger@pthsd.
net for more information about 
upcoming meetings and articles. 

The Drumbeat Staff:
Mr. Reidinger- Editor
Mr. Zacharia- Managing Editor
Sabreen N. Dawud
Ritika Patel
Areezo Ahmadi
Peter McMaster

Totem presents:
The poet’s corner

The White Room
Charles Simic 

The obvious is difficult
To prove. Many prefer
The hidden. I did, too.
I listened to the trees.

They had a secret
Which they were about to
Make known to me—
And then didn’t.

Summer came. Each tree
On my street had its own
Scheherazade. My nights
Were a part of their wild

Storytelling. We were
Entering dark houses,
Always more dark houses,
Hushed and abandoned.

There was someone with eyes 
closed
On the upper floors.
The fear of it, and the wonder,
Kept me sleepless.

The truth is bald and cold,
Said the woman
Who always wore white.
She didn’t leave her room.

The sun pointed to one or two
Things that had survived
The long night intact.
The simplest things,

Difficult in their obviousness.
They made no noise.
It was the kind of day
People described as “perfect.”

Gods disguising themselves
As black hairpins, a hand-mir-
ror,
A comb with a tooth missing?
No! That wasn’t it.

Just things as they are,
Unblinking, lying mute
In that bright light—
And the trees waiting for the 
night.

TOTEM 
presents:
a photo 
contest.

October 2019

Orange

Submit your photos 
and digital designs 
about ORANGE for a 
chance to be 
featured in our 
annual TOTEM 
magazine 
released in the spring!

Send all entries to:

ihearttotem@
gmail.com 

Have thoughts and reac-
tions to our issue? Want 
to see something featured 
in an upcoming pressing 
of The Drumbeat? Lets us 
know at our new email:
TheDrumbeatPHS@gmail.
com.

We look forward to hearing 
from you.


